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This work has always been dedicated to my sister Bridget Magee.   
She acted, played flute and wove tapestries.      
Each page as you read turns in this imaginary prayer wheel.   
Rest well, sister. 
Inspire me. 
 
the artists who make you think the world anew, because through their frames.  As well as 
all the people in my bibliography I want to thank film-makers Pedro Almodovar, Luis 
Buñuel, Ingmar Bergman, Lars Von Trier and Jacques Demi for messing with my mind, 
beginning at age sixteen.  You’re Gods. 
Stephen Muecke showed me that there are many different ways to learn about the world 
by being in it.  He has been a wonderful supervisor, colleague and friend. He doesn’t just 
produce ideas, he looks out for people on the edge, and finds a way for them to speak.  
Thanks so much.  What wings!         
John Leonard saw something in my poetry, and has convinced me to keep looking.  Years 
of work have gone into the manuscript here, much of it by John, who is an editor-critic of 
world-stature.  There’s always something better, you have taught me that, John, at a time 
when my poor legs were failing me.  Much of the philosophy here has been derived from a 
consideration of our collaboration, which has been a powerhouse.  Thank you for your 
faith in the primacy of poetry, my friend, it guides me in what I do.     
David Chisholm, with whom I have been working for ten years now.  I have tried to pay 
proper homage to what I have learnt from you in the essays enclosed, but it’s suffused 
through all the poetry and all the craziness: the belief (but even more than that, the simple 
acceptance) that our world is the real one.  A revolutionary soul, and a revolutionary 
friend.  A composer of music, and community.  Now a dad.    
Jonathan Carter.  Jonathan, your mind!  You always kept me true to my desire to write for 
real.  We probably had a pact to outdo each other in producing the craziest ideas possible, 
and the funny upshot of it is that the ideas are actually right.  So thanks for sharing some 
creative insanity.  You’re also a great heart. 
Angelina Brazzale’s aesthetic has had a huge influence on me, beginning back at the start 
of uni in the late eighties, when we were all still kids.  Angie, working together over the 
summer of 2002 was so restorative for me, having the privilege of seeing the strange 
parallels between the casting of ceramics, and my own writing process, and just generally 
sharing time together led to so many of the reflections on creativity and collegiality here; 
you’re divine.   
Anne Magee is now Dr Magee and we are proud.  Mum, the older I get the more I realise 
your influence on me, all the poetry you used to read and leave for me to read, which took 
fifteen years to return to me, but did, and so strongly.  I suddenly found myself realising 
that you’d been speaking as if in lines from poems, and acting that way too, for years.  
That’s where we came from!  I’m so grateful for the way you brought us up to love, and to 
be strong.    
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Pat Coppel is my amazing friend who is so soft and so sharp, now selling designer goods 
setting up his own gallery.  Of living.  Pat you are such a joy to talk with, bounce the days 
together, drink a beer, talk strange things, laugh.  Come up north for a holiday I miss you.  
Bring Robin and Zara, such sweet friends. 
My siblings are unreal.  So’s my Nana. 
Andrew Sartori is visiting me in just two weeks time, up here in Brisbane, my new home.  
We’ve swapped ideas over continents, oceans and e-mail for so many years.  May the 
tide stay strong, you are an intellectual of such subtlety and generosity.  My old friend. 
There is no Freudian School of Melbourne in Brisbane. There is no Freudian School of 
Melbourne in the Freudian School of Melbourne.  It’s all around us.  Thanks so much for 
the ideas, intellectual dedication and model of community.  Especially Linda Clifton, and 
David Pereira.  But everyone else in the school as well.  You’ve got it right.  
Elizabeth Campbell always reminds me that anything can be a poem, anything at all.  
Instant life.  Thanks for teaching me things, and hanging out.   
I often stayed with Nick Gateril and Mari in Sydney, while visiting UTS, and they could 
always be swayed to swing into holiday mode and party around.  You two are such 
trippers, and so in love.      
When I saw Vera Mackie last week she told me of an installation artist who suspended 
himself, completely covered in mirror ball mirrors, naked from the ceiling of an art gallery.  
And then she proceeded to theorise gender through it.  Thanks for the kookiness, and for 
always teaching, reminding me. 
John Frow has prompted both the wildness and the rigour of my thinking, and just 
generally looked after me, through an enriching combination of public support, and public 
critique.  Your comments on my work are always a privilege to receive.   
Peter McPhee taught me a great deal about tutoring and lecturing, and then more recently 
about job interviews. It’s delightful to know that someone has your interests at heart, still, 
over all these years. 
Ian Robertson is extraordinary.  Thank you for letting me try out my Penguin paperback 
theories of Machiavelli over pasta, wine and song.  A renaissance. 
Ania Walwicz reminds me just how insane everyone is, but some of them are bores 
anyway, that artists are completely abnormal, that life has a dark edge.  And it’s fun.  Ania 
I think of your one-woman Sprechgesang opera about Princess Diana’s eating disorder / 
obsession with marrying a prince.  There was no orchestra.  And all the stage was black. 
Klaus and Suzanna and Claudio hosted me when I was newly launched back into 
Australia this last year, and we all talked for hours every night, as in the past, this time 
about a German internee playing mah-jongg in a detention centre, and his patents for the 
machine that would turn air to water.  Klaus also read the second book of this thesis, and 
gave invaluable advice.  Klaus, you’re an extraordinary colleague, teacher and friend. 
Suzanna you’re adorable, and Claudio, you’re the future. 
Ed Meystowicz for his collection of two hundred different national varieties of cardboard, 
for his theatre of living, and for living it in a house surrounded by pictures of famous 
political leaders, including, most notably for me, Gorbachev.  I got the idea for Leninheads 
from it.   
Michael Chalk kept me ticking during all this time with friendship and song, as did Julian 
Schiller, Tony MoClair, Kate Schmidt, Bridget Boson, Ilona Di Bella, Danny Sullivan, 
Meaghan Rhees (those two overseas, but still close), Nick Morgan, Andrew Smith, 
 vi
Connie, Matt and Helen, Nicola, Steve and Kate, Nathaniel, Simon Williams, Renato, 
extraordinary Renato, Roz, back from Turkey and still doing things.  Creators. 
The People I have met at conferences, who have bubbled my world up with fun and ideas, 
especially Roger Hayden in the Blue Mountains and Amsterdam, Wayne Martino in 
Tampere, Catherine in San Francisco, everyone in Hawaii.  Ming-Bao you are divine!  
Thanks Tom, 80% Straight is the coolest store in the world, and Hawaii is just like 
Brisbane. 
The people at the Cultural Studies Association of Australia have been really sweet to me, 
let me hang out, turned up to my papers, given me wonderful new directions, but I theorise 
all this at greater length in book 3 essay g below.  
To all the freaks I bumped into in Amsterdam, Finland, Russia, Chicago, Athens – the 
woman on the train from Meteora, a costume designer, who imagines how she would 
colour co-ordinate all the new people she encounters, the artist – San Francisco, Carmel 
and Hawaii.  I want to thank Hawaii for being there, and inspiring me to move to Brisbane. 
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Hello,  ruel World 
 
 
The analytic component of the thesis approaches major questions in Cultural Studies, 
Philosophy and Social Theory through an investigation of various forms of creative 
practice.  I approach the question of agency, for instance, through a study of stage actors, 
who must recite set lines, and yet feel empowered precisely by the opportunity to act 
through them.  Investigation of the author’s own work as a poet and novelist serves to cast 
light upon ideology, ie. how one might use a constrained language and yet feel 
empowered to speak new things through it.  I apply these investigations to Althusser, 
whose famous essay on the total power of ideological interpellation is permeated  with 
theatrical metaphor.  I suggest that Althusser is repressing the creative component of 
everyday life, something social theory has ever found hard to theorise.   
 
I proceed to suggest that the place where such processes are analysed is in the 
philosophy of science. The work of Charles Saunders Peirce on the experimental method 
is, my investigation uncovers, surprisingly geared toward the investigation of creativity.  In 
science one has a method for, and an extensive literature on, discovering new 
phenomena.  My thesis is that the experimental method of modern scientists, and the 
creative method of modern writers, both geared toward the production of things that are at 
once new and true, is largely the same.  I use Peircean semiotics to argue that creative 
composition is about listening to the languages spoken all round you, and transcribing 
their objective contours.  So as to have effect on others.  Which is just like science.  And in 
both instances we are endlessly spoken through at every moment by the myriad 
languages which interpellate us.  Whence creativity (for those who are open to it). 
 
My three portfolio pieces are: 
 
Cube Root of Book: a series of one hundred and thirty two poems set at intervals along 
the descending spiral of a Fibonacci number sequence. 
 
The 14th Floor, an Hypothesis, an experimental novel, written quite literally as an 
experiment; i.e. having written the novel, I then wrote up a prac-report detailing what I had 
learnt about the performance of writing, including the above. 
 
Unaustralia, a Study of Heads, an attempt to show the relevance of these findings to 
Cultural Studies and other related practices.  It centres on my new reading of Althusser, 
and is flanked by mini-ethnographies of creative practice, including the above.     
 
The poetry is presented as a major new creative work. 
The experimental novel/ book of philosophy as a substantial contribution to knowledge. 
